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First example. First action. 52 800 / 40 = 1320; Second action. 670 * 200 = 134,000; Third action. 134,000 - 1320 = 132,680. Second example. First action. 83 * 600 = 49 800; Second action. 657 450 / 90 = 7305; Third action. 7305 + 49 800 = 57 105. Third example. First action. 612 237 - 240 037 = 372 200; Second action. 372 200 / 40 =
9305. Fourth example. First action. 100 100 - 99 800 = 300; Second action. Your❗❗❗retractor EGE. Wouldn't you give up tips and life hacks from whose students pass the EEG by 90-100 points? The winner of all the Russian Olympics and a graduate of Moscow State University will share with you the secrets of the successful surrender of
the EGE and the receipt of the budget. Learn more here - YUMI!  do you know the answer? Stickers and gifts for such answers are not accumulated. Use your knowledge. :)Public is published only detailed explanations. The answer must not be less than 110 characters! Solution. Let's formulate delimitation characters: If a number
ends with two zeros, it is divided into 100. If a number ends with three zeros, it is divided into 1,000. 1. 200 ends with two zeros, so it is divided into 100, but not divided into 1000; 2. 320 ends with one zero, so neither 100 nor 1000 is divided; 3. 3000 ends with three zeros, so it is divided into 100 and 1000; 4. 50,000 ends with four zeros,
so it is divided into 100 and 1000; 5. 861 does not have zeros at the end, so it is not divided into 100 or 1000; 6. 76540 ends with one zero, but for 100 and 1000 is not enough, so it is not divided into 100 or 1000. 720 * 400 − 195046; 83249 + 6710 * 80; 264037 + 516600 : 900 - 17080; − 196000 : 700 + 98764. 98764.
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